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first look
Heavy snowfalls turned campus into a winter wonderland.
Yet, even toward the end of February, when the days were
dark and the temperatures frigid, the School’s magnificent
poplar tree began to bud, heralding the advent of spring, and
serving as a gentle reminder of nature’s divine timing.
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Lessons & Carols
Lessons & Carols blends teachings and music into what has become one of the most memorable services of the year.
Each year, members of the School community come from far and wide to join us in celebrating the season.

Saint James Faculty Member Presents
Master’s Work at National Conference

Student Scores in
Top Five Percent

This winter, Spanish teacher, Ms. Daphne Clyburn
presented at the Northeast Conference on the Teaching
of Foreign Languages. She discussed research from her
M.A. in Teaching a Second Language at Bennington
College. “I have continued exploring this research
throughout the school year,” shared Clyburn. Her
presentation focused on designing activities that foster
long-term meaning-making and the development of
intercultural competence. “I explored what happens
when students investigate (in Spanish) universal concepts
such as nationalism and collective memory in relation to
culturally-relevant contexts such as the Argentine Gaucho
and the Spanish Coat of Arms. Ultimately, it is my hope
that students make rich meaning that can be applied
across disciplines to new contexts,” said Clyburn.

Fifteen students at Saint
James School participated
in the highly prestigious
34th annual American
Invitational Mathematics
Examination (AIME) on
March 3rd. James Cheung
(Fifth Form) qualified
for the AIME by scoring
in the top 5 percent
(approximately) on the
American Mathematics
Contest 12 (AMC 12, 12th
grade and below).
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Guests Toast Mrs. Denise Pennington and Raise Money at
March Wine Tasting
On Saturday, March 19th, Saint James School hosted
a wine class and tasting fundraiser with Italian
vintner, Emmanuele Giachi. The vintner presented
several of his finest wines, educated guests about
winemaking, and shared stories about his family’s
vineyard in Tuscany. The event, held in memory
of Mrs. Denise Pennington, a former Saint James
parent and friend to the School, raised money to
benefit the School's scholarship fund.

Petco
Students led by Mr. Howard, volunteered at a local Petco
pet adoption event. The students welcomed, walked, and
comforted the animals before introducing the canines to
prospective adoptive families.
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Winter 2016 Snow

Students took full advantage of
this winter’s abundance of snow,
launching snowballs across campus,
and playing in snowbanks that rivaled
those in the Northeast.

Christmas Cards

Each year, Father Dunnan invites
art students to paint winter scenes
from the Saint James campus. From
this collection, he selects an official
Christmas card. This year, Kristen
Deiner’s green and gold Claggett
ornament was selected as the official
2016 Christmas card. The entire
collection was so special that we featured
each card in a video, and wanted to
show them off one more time.

Creativity Reigns at the “Untalent Show”
Saint James School held an Untalent Show featuring a variety
of unique and creative performances by students and faculty.
Participants were assigned a "talent" that did not necessarily
play to their natural strengths or interests, and were then
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given several weeks to practice for the show. Participants drew
caricatures, performed improv, demonstrated Zumba, and
more. Video: stjames.edu/about/socialmediapublications

| around campus |
LEADERS FOR GOOD

Students Tutor Children in Philadelphia
Sixteen Saint James students and four faculty members
visited our sister school, St. James School in Philadelphia,
during winter long weekend to mentor children at the
Philadelphia-based institution. SJS volunteers tutored,
collaborated on projects, and got to know the girls and
boys through classes, sports and shared meals. Our young
leaders also spent time engaged in service projects around
the urban campus.

"My favorite part of the trip was the chance to see our
students grow into their potential as mentors and role
models. Despite pretty different social and economic
backgrounds, it was not hard for them to find connections
with the kids," said Father Keyes. St. James serves students
in grades 5-8 in the Allegheny West neighborhood of
north Philadelphia (see stjamesphila.org to learn more).

Choir Sings Evensong at
National Cathedral
On February 28th, the Saint James
School choir sang Choral Evensong
at the Mid-Atlantic Episcopal School
Association service at the Washington
National Cathedral. This prominent
annual service was featured on
livestream video.
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SJS Community Rallies to Cheer
Saints During MAC Championship

O

n February 28th, the Saints
arrived at Sidwell Friends
School for the final
day of the boys’ varsity basketball
MAC Championship. As expected,
the basketball arena, located in
Washington, DC, was filled with
enthusiastic Quakers’ fans. What
the Saints did not expect was to find
their own cheering section brimming
with Saint James students, parents,
alumni, and friends of the School,
giving Quakers fans a dose of SJS
spirit, and a run for the money. But
what really set Saint James School
apart was the arrival of the choir
following an engagement at the
National Cathedral. Never let it be
said that choristers don’t know how
to make a splash.
The choristers’ participation
proved galvanizing for the Saints’
community, upping the attendance
ante, and helping to unify and
amplify the Saints’ cheering squad.
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In particular, Carter Bruns (Sixth
Form, shown) brought the crowd
together to support the players.
“What made this game particularly
special was seeing Carter do double
duty as head chorister and head
cheerleader,” said Mrs. Linda Stowe.
Mrs. Stowe brought the choristers
to Sidwell for the game following
a Choral Evensong Service at the
National Cathedral.
A parent (who drove more than an
hour to attend, and whose children

are not on the basketball team) was
so moved by the experience that he
shared his sentiments on the School’s
Facebook page. “One of my proudest
moments as an SJS parent was being
there to cheer for the basketball
team and seeing the chorus arrive to
a thunderous ovation,” wrote Tim
Almany (parent to Tucker [Fifth
Form] and Griffin [Second Form]).
“We answered our opponents’
student section by supporting the
Saints and bringing home the MAC
championship. It was powerful!”
The Saints defeated Sidwell Friends,
66-57.
“It was great to see the choir come
to the boys’ varsity game,” added
Gary Carr.
“What makes Saint James so special
is our community,” said Father
Dunnan. “We support and are there
for each other in the moments when
it matters most.”

| around campus |

Three Saint James School Icons
Announce Retirement Plans for 2017

I

n June of 2017, Chick Meehan,
Sandra Pollock, and Marty
Collin will retire from the
faculty of Saint James School. Mr.
Meehan has taught at Saint James
for 47 years, and Ms. Pollock and
Mr. Collin for 26 years. Their
contributions to the School are
innumerable, and their leadership
has helped guide this institution and
its students and alumni.
Chick Meehan came to Saint
James in the Second Form in
1960, graduated in l965, and
returned to teach in 1969. During
his time on the faculty, he has
taught math, served as a dorm
head in Onderdonk, coached
football, basketball, and baseball,
served as Athletic Director, Acting
Headmaster, Athletic Director
again, and now Senior Master for
the past 21 years. The former varsity
football coach was inducted into
the Washington County Sports
Hall of Fame. His enthusiasm for
the School is infectious and he has
encouraged and influenced two
generations of students.
Sandra Pollock and Marty Collin
came to Saint James School in l990.
Ms. Pollock was hired as the head of
a new program for tutorial support.

Marty Collin and Sandra Pollock in 1992.

Chick Meehan in 1970.

Mr. Collin joined the faculty as
an English teacher and as head of
the drama program. In 1992, Ms.
Pollock was appointed Academic
Dean, and eight years later, Associate
Headmaster. Mr. Collin was made
Head of the English Department in
1993. Ms. Pollock established the

School’s core curriculum and has
steadily improved the quality of our
academic program every year since
her appointment. She recruits,
interviews, and supervises the
faculty, and has now shepherded two
Middle States evaluations. For 24
years, she has, with Father Dunnan,
led Saint James. This leader is known
for her keen intellect, remarkable
work ethic, and clear, strong sense of
what is right and wrong.
Mr. Collin is an inspired teacher
and a great entertainer in class, at
the microphone during meals, and
on the stage. He built the Saint
James drama program, taking it
from one act plays in the wrestling
room to musicals in the Kellam
Auditorium. A published playwright,
he writes a "play within the play"
every Christmas, making St. George
and the Dragon a highlight of the
year. As a result of his example,
encouragement, and support, many
students have come to love drama,
music, and literature—a priceless gift.
These beloved members of
the Saint James community will
be honored during the Alumni
Weekend dinner on April 29, 2017.
Stay tuned for more to come.
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SPRING BREAK ADVENTURES

Nicaragua

This year, student adventurers led
by Ms. Clyburn and Mr. MacEwen,
enjoyed a spring break that blended
engaging activities with Nicaraguan
children, with time to savor the
generous culture and geographic
wonders of Nicaragua. Bordered
by Honduras, Costa Rica, the
Caribbean Sea, and the Pacific
Ocean, the country of six million,
is home to the Peace Project, a
hostel and non-profit organization
in Laguna De Apoyo (a volcanic
crater). The group spent time with
alumni Mark McKaye ’03 and his
sister Lara McKay ’07 who converted
their childhood home into the Peace
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Project. This
organization
has offered
educational opportunities, fostered
environmental stewardship, and
facilitated community development
in the area since 2011.
The young SJS explorers traveled
to Masaya, Granada, Esteli and
other regions to swim, kayak, hike,
explore, and take in the history of
the geographically diverse nation.
For most of the students, the
highlight was time spent playing
games and sports with local
children.

Memorable moment:
“River riding in the canyon
between Honduras and
Nicaragua. We slid down
waterfalls, explored cliffs,
and saw spiders the size of
our hands.”
– Lexa Slaugh (Fifth Form)

Memorable moment:
“Going to Education Plus
and talking to kids. Getting
to know these children
was a great way to dive in
and to get immersed in the
culture of Nicaragua.”
– Olivia Windle (Fourth Form)

| around campus |
SPRING BREAK ADVENTURES

Choir Tour: North Carolina and Virginia
Last year, the Saint James School
choir toured the United Kingdom
during spring break. This year,
the choristers, led by Mrs. Stowe
and chaperones, Mr. Batson, Mr.
Lachut, and Fr. Keyes spent their
break on this side of the pond in the
mid-Atlantic, singing in historic
churches in North Carolina and
Virginia. The tour began at Christ
Church in Charlotte, NC before
the choristers headed to Chapel
Hill to sing Evensong. Then, it was
off to Winston Salem and Raleigh

to enjoy songs and sights before
wrapping up their tour in Norfolk
and Williamsburg, VA at no less
than Bruton Parish.
During their tour, several
generous SJS alumni and friends
hosted the choristers. The group
was treated to a special surprise
when SJS alumnus, Dr. James
Thorp, class of ’49, came to hear
the choir sing Evensong at Chapel
of the Cross in Chapel Hill, NC
(see photo, bottom).

Memorable Moment:
“We had the privilege of
hosting eight students at
our house, plus Mr. Batson
and Mr. Lachut while they
were visiting Charlotte on
their choir tour. The students
(and chaperones) were
very impressive. As we
heard Sunday morning,
they are obviously very
accomplished choristers and
we are sure that they are
equally very accomplished
academically, athletically,
etc. However, what
impressed us the most was
how nice and engaging
each of them was. My wife,
our high school son and I
genuinely enjoyed the visit.”
– Graham McGoogan,
a friend of John Hoke ‘03

Memorable Moment:
“The home stays were the
highlight of the trip. Our
hosts were exceptionally
welcoming, not to mention
wonderful cooks. The
opportunity for our students
to connect with each host
was meaningful, and
something they will not
soon forget.”

– Mrs. Stowe
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SPRING BREAK ADVENTURES

Ireland

This spring, our adventurous
art instructor, Mr. McDonald took
Rosy Lin (Third Form), Fourth
Form students Nicolette Ferris,
Bob Fu, Alexia Tiches, Andres
Adkins, and Martin McGuigan
(Fifth Form), on an 11-day
whirlwind tour of Ireland. The
adventure took them to all corners
and coasts of the island.
The tour started on the east coast
in Dublin where the group explored
sites including St. Stephen’s Green,
St. Patrick’s Cathedral, Trinity
College, and the National Natural
History Museum. Next, they
ventured west, via Galway, where

the students enjoyed dining on
fish and chips, and exploring the
picturesque Connemara region. In
southern Ireland, the group took
a 110-mile journey around the
Ring of Kerry, stopping to see the
Bog Village, Sneem, and Skellig
Island (where the final scene of the
new Star Wars film took place). On
their way to a pit stop in Dublin
before heading north, the group
toured the famed Blarney Castle.
The students concluded their
tour in the north, with jaunts to
Giant’s Causeway and Belfast before
catching their return flight on St
Patrick’s Day.

Memorable Moment:
“Giant’s Causeway (shown
far left) was an impressive
inlet with cool, octagonal
pillars of rock. We also
visited the Cliffs of Moher,
which are iconic and
dramatic (702 feet tall
and five miles long) rock
formations on the Atlantic
Ocean. They were the
‘Cliffs of Insanity’ in The
Princess Bride.”
– Martin McGuigan

Memorable Moment:
“My most memorable
moments were watching
the beautiful landscapes
change around every
turn. Cities that gave way
to farm land filled with
drystone walls and sheep.
Rolling green hills that then
became covered in stone.
The land scarred from the
farming of peat would
give way to mountains
topped with snow. The
tall cliffs giving way to
the rolling sea. It was all
breathtaking. Best of all, it
only rained once.”
– Mr. McDonald
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JOIN US
FOR THE THIRD ANNUAL

Run for Memories
2016

The Run for Memories 5K Run and
1 Mile Walk is organized and run by
the students of Saint James School as an
opportunity for members of the School
and local community to come together for
the benefit of the Alzheimer’s Association.
We invite all Saint James alumni and
families to sponsor and/or participate
in this event. Funds raised through
sponsorships will be used to cover
the costs of running the event. Once
organizing costs have been met, any
additional funds from sponsorships
will go to the Alzheimer’s Association.
Registration fees will go directly to the
Alzheimer’s Association.
The event will be held on
Saturday, April 30, during Alumni
Weekend at Saint James School.
Registration begins at 7:45 a.m.

For more information about sponsorship opportunities, or
to register for the event, please visit the Saint James School
website at: stjames.edu/RunForMemories
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LEADERS FOR GOOD

SJS Student Founds
“Community in Conversation” Club
The mission of Saint James School is to prepare young men and women for academic success in college,
and to challenge and inspire them to be leaders for good in the world. We seek to do this within a small
and familial residential community which values the moral and spiritual development of our students.

I

n this issue, we celebrate
students who exemplify the
School’s mission by engaging
in projects and initiatives that
touch lives, and perhaps, in some
instances, change them. Saint James
students have dedicated their breaks
to mentoring children (e.g. St. James
in Philadelphia), to organizing walk/
runs to raise money for Alzheimer's
prevention (coming up on April
30th), and to volunteering at local
pet adoption events—and, those are
just a few of the ways our students
serve the greater good. This year, one
student went about making change
while also helping students find
a voice. Her ingenuity and desire
to address challenging topics as a
community, gave rise to a new club
called “Community in Conversation
(CIC).”
Sixth Form student, Kristen
Deiner has long wanted to
create a forum for students to
take on sensitive and sometimes
controversial topics, yet within an
open and safe environment. The
club, headed by Ms. Clyburn and
hosted in Mr. Howard’s classroom, is
open to all Saint James students and
meets every other week.
Deiner saw a need to bring
students together to discuss the
viewpoints, subjects, and beliefs that
shape how young men and women
define themselves, each other, and
14
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their environment, yet are seldom
discussed in an open manner. “I have
witnessed and experienced bullying
against students because of their
ethnicity, sexual orientation, and
even their gender,” said Deiner. “I
realized that a lot of this behavior

The Deiner sisters

is learned from others. And, as
a school community that brings
together multiple cultures,” she
continued, “I realized that some
people do not feel safe speaking their
minds.”
The club, according to Deiner,
allows students to discuss these
topics, and can help them to gain
confidence. “For example,” she said,
“we have a girl who was taught from
a young age to believe stereotypes
about women (e.g., women are only
good in the kitchen, and that they
must be married with children in
order to have value).” Although it
was difficult for the young woman to

open up, she was eventually able to
do so. “She started crying after we
spoke because she was so touched by
the confidence that everyone in the
group provided her,” shared Deiner.

How CIC Works
CIC hosts several types of
meetings. Club members meet
to discuss different subjects,
including, but not limited to, sexual
identification, religion, gender
differences, and racial stereotypes.
Conversations are open to all
viewpoints and include at least one
neutral source. “My role is to
challenge what people say, no matter
what it is,” shared Deiner. “We strive
to represent many sides of a topic.”
The student leader is clear that
the goal is “not to bash any idea or
person.” CIC members often begin
meetings by listening to podcasts or
reading articles on the topic under
discussion. Then, they may choose
to role play, debating in order
to present different viewpoints.
“We want to formulate a better
understanding of the many sides of a
viewpoint, even if we don’t agree with
it,” noted Deiner. Members recently
watched a movie that addressed
racial stereotypes and plan to watch
another film about religion. “We talk
about controversial issues to better
understand them,” she said.

| around campus |
Fostering Understanding
and Accepting Diversity
Deiner, a student wise beyond her
years, feels that disagreement can
create a strong culture. “We all come
from different places,” she said.
“We don’t expect people to change.
But, the club helps us to finally
understand each other.”
Since the club began, she
explained that students will approach
her to propose topics. Then, she
invites them to participate in an
upcoming meeting focused on that
topic. Meetings centered around
film series with a discussion that
follows are the most popular. Deiner
points out that while she organizes
the club meetings, it’s the member
students and teachers who create
the discussion. She commended her
faculty mentors for their support and
praised Mr. Howard for his ability
to ensure that multiple sides of each
issue are presented fairly.

Hot Topics
The club allows students to be
heard and to voice issues that have
caused distress and even shame. “Any
student can talk to me or email me
if they want to air a topic privately,”
shared the club founder. Deiner
has been able to empower her peers
to raise delicate topics that they felt
were too difficult to discuss, even
with their closest friends. Doing so,
according to the student mentor,
has alleviated their stress and shown
them that others are struggling with
the very same issues.
“Students I would not expect
to have problems will discretely
share things that are important
to them,” said Deiner, who has
become a trusted mentor to several
students since founding the club.
“We have even received support

from people who did not initially
want to take part in CIC.” And, she
continues with a smile, “We have
helped change the minds of people
who were opposed to the club.”
She emphasizes that everything is
accepted in CIC discussions. “We
discriminate against no one. You
cannot be judged for anything said,
and all views are welcome and held
sacred.” Club members are asked
to keep any personal issues aired in
meetings in confidence to maintain
an environment that is safe, openhearted, and open-minded.

Something for Everyone
CIC includes boys and girls. “We
are all on equal ground—teachers
and students too.” Deiner says that
faculty members do not monitor the
conversations, but do work to ensure
that dialogues don’t get stuck.
The club is not feminist, notes
the Sixth Former, nor is it a club for
liberals. “We have many opposing
views and we love that!” she exclaims.
“It’s all about understanding each
other.” At the end of each meeting,
she asks: “How does this apply to our
School community?”

Moving Forward
Deiner hopes that the CIC will
continue next year. She is eager to
mentor students who hope to follow
in her footsteps by leading the club
in the future.
Editor’s Note: Kristen Deiner will attend
Johnson & Wales University in Rhode Island
next fall. A talented and ambitious cook, she
seeks a culinary degree and aspires to work in a
fine restaurant after graduation, and eventually
to open her own restaurant, hotel, or spa.

Kristen’s Advice to
Students Who Feel Bullied
Q: What would you say to
someone who is being bullied?
A: Report it!
Q: What do you do when
someone approaches you
about being verbally or
physically bullied or harassed?
A: I give them the names of faculty
members who can help. And,
I offer to go with them. I help
make sure they are safe and
help them get their confidence
back so they do not have to be
afraid. I usually tell them that
they don’t have to mention our
meeting to anyone.
Q: How many students have
reported to you that they felt
bullied?
A: Six people have reported
bullying this year. Four took
action.
Q: How did you get the idea to
initiate this club?
A: I got the idea of mentoring
students and starting a club
from my sister, Heather
‘15. When she was here,
she helped a student gain
confidence. I wanted to do
this as well. And, I want more
students to feel empowered and
confident.
Mr. Howard added, “CIC has
accomplished so much to open
the minds of its members and the
school at large. For those being
bullied, or searching for guidance,
I urge them to reach out to their
Advisor, Ms. Sievers, or a favorite
teacher. If they are looking for
guidance from someone their age,
reach out to a Prefect, or an older
student. The most important thing
is to speak! Often, in expressing
our thoughts in a safe setting, we
experience great relief and feel
supported. Just as important, is
to not be a bystander. If you see
someone being bullying, get an
adult, and end the situation.”
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STUDENT CHAPEL TALK

Standing in Our Truth
In her recent Chapel Talk, Kristen shares her pain, solace,
truth, and wisdom. Her words are unflinchingly honest,
offering insight into who she is, and who she is becoming.
CHAPEL TALK: KRISTEN DEINER (SIXTH FORM)

E

veryone wanted me to talk
about cooking and how it
changed my life. Finding
a subject for my senior essay was a
struggle. I asked many people for
inspiration and the favorite response
was, of course; talk about cooking.
But, that is not what I am going to do.
Talk about one of your failures.
Talk about the fear of death.
Talk about your love for dogs and
how you feel when you’re with them.
Don’t you walk dogs like every day?
Oh, and you pick up trash while you
walk them, you could write something
about littering or recycling.
Talk about how you struggled to
break through as an individual when
you feel as if you are being compared
to your sister. Remember Heather’s
senior essay about how she enjoys
being in the shower? That was one of
my favorites. How is she doing anyway?
Talk about being gay and what it’s
like living in your community. How
it feels to be a sacristan and what
your relationship with the church
is like. Talk about how people have
treated you. When they yell or laugh
at you, question your religion. Or
you can talk about how you were
bullied but could not tell anyone.
Talk about, oh wait... never mind,
you probably shouldn’t talk about that.

16
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Talk about that time you saved
a girl’s life, when you convinced
her not to commit suicide, and
stayed with her until the police
arrived.
Talk about how you found God.
Just read your senior essay, no
one pays attention anyway.
Talk about overcoming a fear.
You mean the fear of saying all of
this in front of everybody.
Just give an anecdote and say
something sappy, everyone has to
clap anyway.
Finding a topic for my senior essay
was difficult, with so much to say
but so little that I actually want to
share. There is an expectation with
senior essays, to say or do something
significant, or funny, or powerful.
It must sum up who you are or at
least who people expect you to be.
But I am made up of over eighteen
years of experiences so there is no
proper summary. No one can fully
understand me because they never
experienced my life just as I never
experienced theirs. A senior essay is
only a small piece of who a person is,
so there is nothing to fear in them.
When my fellow Sixth Formers
come up and present as I am
doing now, realize this and hold
your head up as you release that

minuscule piece of you. Do not
fear because those essays will not
define you, instead they can be
a tool to aid you in giving some
final words before moving on or
showing how far you have come
along as a writer, a student, or a
child becoming an adult.
* * *
In addition to the clergy, faculty,
and visiting speakers, every Sixth
Former is asked to present a Chapel
Talk which speaks to a significant
life experience here at Saint James,
or elsewhere, reflecting points of
growth, self-awareness, faith, or
matters of deep personal concern.
The Judeo-Christian virtues of
hospitality, compassion, humility,
empathy, forgiveness, social justice,
and personal courage are placed
before the community daily in
Chapel. As Jesus said, “Love one
another as I have loved you.”
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HOW SAINT JAMES
IS ADDRESSING BULLYING

S

aint James School participated in “National Bullying

• Repetition: Bullying behaviors happen more than once

Prevention Month” for the first time in October of

or have the potential to happen more than once.

2015. Led by Maxine Adjei-Dadson (Fifth Form),

Bullying includes actions such as making threats, spreading

Jiayi “Jenny” Duan (Fourth Form), Margaret "Maggie"

rumors, attacking someone physically or verbally, and

McFillen (Third Form), Marion Karenzi (Fourth Form), Carissa

excluding someone from a group on purpose.

Falanga (Sixth Form), Daria Smoliarchuk (Sixth Form), Jun
Hyun "Casey" Kwon (Fourth Form), and School Counselor

It's not always easy to determine bullying behavior. How

Ms. Sievers, the planning committee developed activities

do you know if you're the victim of good-natured ribbing or

designed to raise awareness about bullying, and to teach

bullying? Hostility and aggression directed towards a victim

tolerance, kindness, and acceptance. The School community

who is physically or emotionally weaker than the bully are

participated in the Blue Shirt Day™ World Day of Bullying

more obvious signs of bullying. This behavior causes pain

Prevention on October 5th. At an advisee lunch, students and

and distress for the victim.

their advisors discussed the definition and forms of bullying.
Dorm meetings that month addressed issues of being an

Bullying comes in various forms:

UPSTANDER (one who stands up for those who are bullied)

Physical Bullying is the most obvious form of intimidation

versus being a bystander (one who observes bullying but

and can consist of kicking, hitting, biting, pinching, hair

does nothing to stop it). Methods to report bullying and ways

pulling, and making threats. A bully may threaten to punch

students could help others who are bullied were emphasized.

you if you don't give up your money, your lunch, etc.

The month concluded with a Random Act of Kindness Week

Verbal Bullying often accompanies physical behavior.

during which the School community was encouraged to

This can include name calling, spreading rumors, and

perform random acts of kindness and recognize the good

persistent teasing.

acts of others.

Emotional Intimidation is closely related to these two

Forms of Bullying

types of bullying. A bully may deliberately exclude you from
a group activity such as a party or school outing.

Bullying is unwanted, aggressive behavior among school-

Racist Bullying can take many forms: making racial slurs,

aged children that involves a real or perceived power

spray painting graffiti, mocking the victim's cultural customs,

imbalance. The behavior is repeated, or has the potential to

and making offensive gestures.

be repeated, over time. Both kids who are bullied and who

Sexual Bullying is unwanted physical contact or abusive

bully others may have serious, lasting problems.

comments.
Cyberbullying is one or a group of kids or teens using

In order to be considered bullying, the behavior must be

electronic means via computers and mobile phones (emails,

aggressive and include:

Web sites, chat rooms, instant messaging and texting) to

• An Imbalance of Power: Kids who bully use their power—
such as physical strength, access to embarrassing

torment, threaten, harass, humiliate, embarrass or target
another kid or teen.

information, or popularity—to control or harm others.
Power imbalances can change over time and in different

More information about bullying prevention can be found at

situations, even if they involve the same people.

www.stompoutbullying.org and
www.stopbullying.gov.
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THE MUMMER’S SOCIETY PRESENTATION OF

Saint George
and the Dragon
The annual performance brought

onto this year’s stage, and Darth

together the usual cast of characters,

Vader (Bill O’Leary) and Princess

aptly played by this year’s Second

Leia (Leanne Ludwick) contributed

Form class, along with several iconic

a memorable lightsaber fight scene.

movie characters who added hilarity.

The Sound of Music
debuts May 27th.

Marty McFly (Carter Bruns) and his
Back to the Future DeLorean rolled
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Students Dazzle at the Winter Dance Showcase
The Winter Dance Showcase debuted on Saturday, February
20th to a full house as well as to audience members who
tuned in for the livestream video feed (see link below to
watch the performance). The dancers performed to hip
hop, pop, and classical tunes, as well as to a DJ remix.
Dance instructor Mrs. Amelia Fitzsimmons challenged
several of her more experienced dance students to
choreograph some of the performances, giving the girls an
opportunity to lead other students, and to develop their
skills as instructors and choreographers.
"The student choreographers really used their creativity
and developed their own moves," said Grace Kang '16. Kang
also praised the students for choosing songs "that reflected
the modern, contemporary culture of teen music, making
the performances relevant and meaningful."
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Another highlight for audience members of all ages
were the ballet pieces which showcased the dancers'
technical skills. Several of the performers have studied
ballet for many years. "The dancers' facial expressions and
movements reflected the emotions in the music and gave
the ballet a sense of emotional depth," said Kang, who was
clearly moved by the performance.
Sixth Form student, James Liu photographed the dancers.
His photos are available here (click on Dance to view the
Winter Dance Showcase photo gallery):
stjames.edu/arts/media-gallery
The event is available on video here:
ustream.tv/recorded/83462808

| arts & culture |

Winter Art Collection
Taking inspiration from nature, Mr. McDonald’s art students
brought the animal kingdom roaring to life in a series of
charming etchings currently on display in the Blue Chair Lounge.

Advanced students captured castles from around the world, and
completed pieces representing tougher subject matter, including
9/11 and some of the world’s most notorious dictators.
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Naval Veteran Peter V. Schoeffel ’50
Reflects on a Memorable Life and Career

22

Schoeffel (above) aboard the
USS Intrepid in the Gulf of Tonkin
Review • Winter 2016

his winter, we were privileged to have the opportunity to interview
Peter V. Schoeffel ’50, an exceptional Saint James School alumnus. A
Captain (ret.) in the United States Navy, Schoeffel enjoyed a lengthy
and prestigious military career, graduating from the U.S. Naval
Academy in 1954, and earning his wings as a Naval pilot after a two-year tour
on a destroyer. In 1962, Schoeffel attended the Naval Postgraduate School in
California. Following a tour ashore in the Nation’s capital, he was assigned to a
squadron of aircraft carriers, flying missions in Vietnam.
continued on pg. 24 
on pg. 24 23
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 Schoeffel (continued from pg. 23)

In 1967, during the Vietnam War,
Schoeffel was on an air strike when
he was shot down by anti-aircraft
ground fire on October 4th. He was
captured by the North Vietnamese
and taken to the notorious
“Heartbreak Hotel” in Hanoi. For
five-and-a-half years filled with
unimaginable hardship, the Naval
pilot (then a Commander) was held
as a prisoner of war until his release
on March 14, 1973. After returning
to the U.S., he met his wife, started
a family, and enjoyed a long career
with the Navy in several positions (all
aviation-related) until his retirement
in 1990. The grandfather of six now
resides in Jacksonville, Florida with
his wife, Jane.
Editor’s Note: During the editorial
process, I sent this story to Schoeffel
for final review. In addition to
deflecting praise to “mud soldier”
veterans (ground troops) whom he
credits with the highest valor during
Vietnam, he objected to my use of
the word “hero” to describe him. His
explanation speaks volumes about
who he is, reflecting the deep and
abiding honor he holds for his fellow
veterans and PoWs.
“I forbid (!) you to use such terms
as ‘hero,’ etc. in describing me. That
will only embarrass me and put my
peers in doubt as to my integrity. Do
not make the same mistake that so
many make in considering those who
were present with heroes to be heroes
themselves. You can count me as a
person who endured much. Heroism
requires action in consideration of
others while under great duress.
Many of my fellow PoW's acted in
that fashion, but a great many of us
were not called upon for such high
performance.”
Below, in his own words, Schoeffel
provides us with a glimpse into his
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life—past and present—and pulls back
the curtain just enough to reveal
a complex, self-effacing, shrewd,
and incisive man who has lived a
satisfying life.
1. What was it like to grow up in
Alexandria, Virginia during the
1940’s?
I grew up mostly in DC during
World War II. My parents moved
to Alexandria after I was enrolled
in Saint James.
2. What kind of things did you and
your family do for fun?
We did too many things to list. We
swam at the Army-Navy Country
Club, went sledding in the
winter, bowled, played cards, etc.
3. Do you have any brothers and
sisters?
I have two older sisters, one now
dead.
4. Did your father (and his choice
of careers) influence your
decision to enter the Navy?
Very much so. I knew from the
time I was six that I wanted to be
a Naval aviator like him.

[Editor’s Note: Schoeffel’s father,
Rear Admiral Malcolm Schoeffel
(deceased), was the first
commander of the USS carrier
Cabot, which took part in many
air strikes in the Pacific, and
was later designated Chief of the
Bureau of Ordnance in 1950.
He was the first naval aviator to
serve as chief of that bureau.]
5. Why did you choose to attend
Saint James School?
I didn’t choose, my mother did. I
had been attending a private day
school, Landon, and she took a
dislike to the headmaster. She
wanted me to go to St. Albans in
DC, but my record of truancy
from the Washington Cathedral
Junior Boys Choir was such
that they rejected me. A strong
incentive for Saint James was
the existence, at that time, of a
scholarship for sons of Armed
Service officers, and St. James
would accept me.
6. What activities and subjects did
you most enjoy as a student?
I enjoyed Latin (believe it or
not) which was taught by an old

Schoeffel as pictured in the Bai Yuka yearbook, 1950.

school legend, Mr. Onderdonk,
a wonderful man. His son later
taught at Saint James too. Biology
was also taught by a legend, Mr.
Hopkins (“Hoppy” to us). He
was an atheist who played the
organ for all of our chapel and
church services. Soccer was a
pleasure because it got me away
from basketball, which I hated,
and was not particularly good
at. Since soccer was offered by
only a few boys’ schools on the
East Coast, someone as inept as I
could still play.
7. Could you share several favorite
Saint James memories?
There were probably too many
to list. Dr. Vernon Kellett was a
grand and somewhat pompous
Ph.D. who really ruled the roost
(serving as Headmaster from
1943-55), yet in a way that I
think all the boys respected. To
sit at the Head Table with him
always felt like a test. But he
was genial enough to engage in
the common practice of playing
some kind of a puzzle game in
the interim between the main
and dessert courses.
There was a tradition of a medieval
feast held on the night before
Christmas vacation. A small
procession would enter carrying
a boar’s head with an apple in its
mouth to the accompaniment
of a Fool dressed in motley who
performed a mocking song. He
would rap on the head various
Masters while singing something
mildly insulting. For a number of
my years, this role was played by
Bob Tyler ‘49.

8. What was your major at the
U.S. Naval Academy (Class of
1954)?
During my years at the Academy,
there were no majors. Everyone
took the same courses except
for language (German, French,
Spanish, Portuguese, Italian,
Russian [I think]). The other
courses were all oriented
toward naval requirements.
These ranged from chemistry
and electronics to seamanship,
navigation, naval history, and
economics, for example. The
definition of an academy is, I
believe, pretty much that of a
trade school. Our trade was that
for naval defense.
9. Why did you choose naval
aviation? What drew you to a
career in flight?
How could any young man of
that era, surrounded by huge
advances in aeronautics, given
the example of an admired
father, not be drawn into naval
aviation? It was part of my world.
10. What was your favorite plane to
fly? Why?
That’s rather hard to answer.
I was trained in SNJ’s (basic
trainers, see photo) and found
the training and intensity
compelling. In training, indeed
in all Naval Aviation, there
is an undercurrent of joy,
camaraderie, and competition
that is extremely satisfying,
especially as one becomes more
competent. Other aircraft were
the Douglas A-4C Skyhawk and
the A-7E. The first was handy,
glove-fitting, and responsive. It
is the aircraft I flew in combat.

The A-7 was enjoyable because it
offered what at the time seemed
like magical technical solutions
to several problems of naval
flight. A final entry is a plane I
owned for about 15 years, a Ryan
PT-22. It was a two seat, open
cockpit airplane, designed in
about 1940. I flew it coast-tocoast in 125-mile legs, cruising
at about 98 miles an hour, and
up and down the East Coast. I
bought it in 1958, thinking only
playboys had airplanes, but it
only cost $1,200 at the time.
11. After serving as an A-4 Skyhawk
pilot, you attended the U.S.
Naval Postgraduate School in
Monterey, California (196264), pursuing your degree in
Operations Research. Can you
share more about Operations
Research (what is this and what
drew you to this area)?
Operations Research is the
mathematical analysis of tactical,
operational, and business
problems. I was ordered to the
Naval Postgraduate School in
Monterey, California, thinking
I would study Aeronautical
Engineering. But one of my
Navy friends convinced me
that this discipline had more
relevance to our future Navy.
12. During the Vietnam War, you
were stationed aboard the USS
Intrepid. What kinds of missions
did you perform?
I was in an attack squadron. We
attacked land targets in North
Vietnam and, under control
of ground troops, in South
Vietnam.

continued on pg. 26 
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 Schoeffel (continued from pg. 25)

13. On October 4, 1967, you were
shot down and forced to eject
over North Vietnam. Were you
badly injured?
I twisted my back as I hit the
ground, but I was not badly
injured then.
How many of your fellow pilots
were imprisoned?
All told, there were 662 military
PoW’s, not all pilots, some crew.
333 were Air Force and 151
were Navy, including then Naval
lieutenant, John McCain. Some
of the people in our camps were
Thai, some South Vietnamese.
There were 138 civilians, some
of them foreign.
14. What were some of the most
important lessons you learned
about yourself, your fellow
PoWs, and your captors?
The importance of unit
cohesion, the importance of
trying to retain self-respect, and

the importance of
forgiveness, of others
and self.
(Editor’s Note:
Conditions in the
Hanoi PoW camp,
also called the
“Hanoi Hilton,”
were appalling. In
Hoa Lo Prison roughly translates to “Hell Hole.” Known by
American veterans as the “Hanoi Hilton,” or the "Heartbreak
addition to meager
Hotel," what remains of the prison is now a museum. The
food rations,
museum includes displays focusing on the American pilots
prisoners were
who were incarcerated during the Vietnam War.
variously isolated,
starved, beaten,
Legion of Merit, and I suspect
tortured and subjected to antiit was awarded to any PoW
American propaganda. After
who did not do something
spending 1,989 days in captivity,
dishonorable. You must
CDR Schoeffel was released
understand that the standards
during Operation Homecoming
for awarding medals are full of
on March 14, 1973.)
subjectivity and variation over
15. What helped you survive for so
long? What got you through
such extraordinary hardship?
Unless one has descended into
thoughts of suicide, one just
continues and tries to meet
expectations of duty.
16. You received four valor awards:
Two Legions of Merit, the
Distinguished Flying Cross, and
the Prisoner of War award. What
do these awards mean to you?
I do not know how to answer
that exactly. Frankly, I did not
remember receiving either

©expertinfantry, flickr

©manhhai, flickr

Clockwise from top left: a SNJ naval trainer plane, the Douglas A-4C Skyhawk and an A-7E
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time, and in different services.
When a mud soldier is awarded
a Bronze Star, you know he has
committed an extraordinarily
brave act. We aviators got them
after so many strike missions.
The Distinguished Flying Cross
(DFC) fits somewhere in that
category for me. I took an action
that one of my peers thought
worthy of recognition—ok,
maybe Air Medal worthy, and
compared to some other pilots’
DFC awards, equivalent—but
this cannot be compared to what
our ground troops in combat
achieved. The PoW award is
equivalent to a theater service
ribbon. It signifies a period of
existence.
17. Can you share a little about
your family? How many
children do you have?
I have two adopted children, one
man, one woman.

“My five and a half years in communist prisons taught me, as nothing had before,
the value of a governmental system whose powers are limited by principles that are
not directly political. However clear, systematic, and idealistic the basic concept of
benefitting all men by common ownership of production may seem, the results as
applied seem always to result in unbridled tyranny. An important thing we should
do is not to be simply anti-communist, but to understand the difficult, turbulent,
and illogical processes that self-government in a free society of diverse but
accommodating interests imposes on us.”
		

– Peter Schoeffel, Excerpt from “We Come Home,” 1977

18. Your son, Clay ‘85 attended
Saint James School. Where is
he now, and where does your
daughter reside?
Clay lives in Alexandria, VA. My
daughter lives in Roanoke, Virginia.
Each child has three children.
19. You served as Branch Head
of the Aircraft Combat
Survivability Branch with Naval
Air Systems Command from
1977 to 1979. What did you
enjoy most about this position?
This branch had the mission
of improving the chances of an
aircraft being able to return from
a combat sortie. Aircraft Combat
Survivability was dear to my heart.
The branch supervised a number
of field laboratories doing research
that improved the odds of an
aircraft not being detected, if
detected, not being hit, and if hit,
being able to continue safe flight.
(Editor’s Note: Schoeffel worked for
the Naval Air Systems Command
from 1979 until his retirement
from the Navy on September 1,
1982. After retiring from the
Navy, he worked for Information
Spectrum Inc. and TRACOR [as
a Naval contractor] performing
analytical duties related to the
support of Naval Air until his
retirement in 1990.)

20. What kinds of recreational
activities do you enjoy?
I read a good deal, try to apply
some of my skills to improving
decisions regarding family
finances, and have a 17-monthold standard poodle who takes
up a lot of time and energy.
21. How long have you lived in
Florida? What drew you to this
state?
When I was shot down, my
squadron was stationed at Cecil
Field (now shut down) near
Jacksonville. So that is where I
was returned when I was released
in 1973. I met my wife then, and
she had spent most of her life in
Florida. After some time following
my retirement, we returned.

The Ryan PT-22

©Andy Leonard, flickr

Surviving Captivity
During his captivity, Schoeffel wrote
poems, “composing tales of home
and hope and despair that, for
years, existed only in his head,”
reported Matt Soergel, The Florida
Times-Union, 2008.
Eventually, the PoW procured a
bamboo pen that he would dip into
a makeshift “ink” of dust or ashes
to scratch his words into cigarette
packs. He managed to conceal his
poems until he was set free.

In bitter times a whisper came,
That seemed an easy thing to say,
But was to us a guiding flame
To light a long and weary way:
“Have faith, hold fast ... ”
– Excerpt from "The Creed,"
		 by Peter Schoeffel

* * *
In 1973, 591 American PoWs
returned home from the Vietnam
War, bringing agonizing tales of
survival. Later, it would be revealed
that ingenious and defiant PoWs at the
notorious “Hanoi Hilton” developed
an elaborate system of clandestine
communications, allowing them
to share messages with each other,
and to alert the CIA and Pentagon
of the horrors of Vietnamese PoW
camps. The Smithsonian Channel’s
“The Spy In The Hanoi Hilton”
video series explores this topic: www.
smithsonianchannel.com.

This is a room that legions sad have known.
Veneered with dirt, its stuccoed walls
Know well the cry of him who fights alone,
Despairing when he falls.
Here, twisted in a choking knotted hell,
You strove to save your broken pride,
And failing, heard its never-ending knell,
And mourned you had not died.
– Excerpt from
		 "The Knobby-Walled Room,"
		 by Peter Schoeffel
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A Sermon

For Christmas Eve, 2015
The Revd. Dr. D. Stuart Dunnan

“And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host praising God and saying,
‘Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace among men with whom he is pleased.” (Luke 2.13-14)
In nomine . . .
Last Saturday, I was enjoying
lunch with a Saint James family in
Washington when the hostess, who is
a good friend of mine, turned to me
and asked a surprisingly challenging
question: “So, are you ready for
Christmas?”
My immediate response was of
course, “no,” because my mind was
racing over all the tasks I had yet
to accomplish: I had not sent my
Christmas cards; I was behind on my
presents; I had people I needed to
visit; I had not written this homily; I
had scheduled a trip to see my nieces
in New York; and I was feeling the
return of my cold. No, I was not
ready!
But then I had the sense to calm
down and to ask myself whether she
was asking the question “spiritually”
and not just “practically,” which
is to say, “was I in the mood for
Christmas?” or even “was I ready
for Christ to come into my heart
this Christmas?” And the answer to
this, if I am honest, was probably
“no” as well.
For priests and headmasters,
hosts and hostesses, and most of all
parents, indeed for “grown-ups”
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generally, there is much to do in
this season, much to buy, prepare,
cook, wrap, post, assemble, and
arrange for, and all of this makes
us very busy, so the risk is that we
become overwhelmed by our lists
and distracted by our busy-ness,
demoralized even, and thereby lose
our spiritual focus, and thus the
point of Christmas.
Do you remember that story about
Mary and Martha, the sisters of
Lazarus, that Luke tells later in his
gospel? Jesus visits Mary and Martha
in their home. True to form, Martha
does all the work, serving Jesus and
his disciples, and Mary just sits at his
feet and listens. When Martha asks
Jesus to tell Mary to stop just sitting
there and to help her, he gives her a
puzzling and challenging response:
“Martha, Martha, you are anxious
and troubled about many things; one
thing is needful. Mary has chosen
the good portion, which shall not be
taken away from her.” (10.41-42)
And this, of course, is our trap at
Christmas. We run around and “do
stuff” for weeks getting ready, and
before we know it, we have missed
it. Christ has come to visit us, and

we have been too busy, and too
important if we are honest, to have
noticed. And like Martha, we think
that we are doing the important
part, but it is her sister Mary who
has it right.
At the root of the problem is of
course our attitude, maybe even
our whole approach to life, this
assumption that we are in charge.
It is up to us to make Christmas
happen. This explains my first
response to my friend’s question:
no, I was not ready for Christmas,
because I had not done everything
which I needed to do to make
Christmas happen.
But the reality is this: I do not
make Christmas happen; neither do
you. None of us do.
If none of us buys any presents,
puts up any decorations, or hosts any
gatherings, it is still Christmas. It is
indeed just as much Christmas for
the homeless family enjoying a free
meal at the shelter as it is for the busy
volunteers preparing and serving
it. Maybe even more so. And we all
know that there is certainly more
excitement for the children receiving
their presents on Christmas morning
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than for their parents who bought
and wrapped them, and now watch
exhausted on the coach, worrying
about the trash and the Christmas
brunch to come.
No. Christmas is something that
comes to us: the Good News of God
coming into the world where and
when we least expect him, in poverty
and obscurity in Bethlehem to a
forgotten people in an oppressed
land. Consider Mary, the Mother of
Our Lord, who was overwhelmed by
the visit of the Archangel Gabriel,
the shepherds surprised by an angel
and then the whole heavenly host,
the wise men puzzled by a star
in the East which they had never
seen before. Mary certainly was
not planning this; the shepherds
were probably half asleep; and the
wise men were confronted with a
phenomenon which confounded all
of their wisdom.
A friend of mine sent me a video
of a group of shoppers interrupted
at a food court in a mall by an
impromptu performance of the
Hallelujah Chorus from Handel’s
Messiah. Without any warning, an
anonymous “shopper” appearing to
be talking on her cellphone stands up
to sing: “Hallelujah!” and more and
more join her. And everyone eating
and chatting is startled and awed and
forced to listen.
Now what makes this performance
of the Hallelujah Chorus so much
more meaningful and powerful

is that it is not a performance for
which those shoppers had prepared
either as singers or as listeners,
not a performance they went to
hear in a concert hall or a church
for Christmas; it came rather as a
complete surprise, and the secular
setting of the food court makes the
words of the chorus dramatically and
boldly jarring: “For God is Christ!
King of Kings and Lord of Lords!
And He shall reign forever!” Surely,
these were not the words to the songs
playing on the Mall’s “Christmas
track,” and this was not the message
which those shoppers were thinking
about when that one woman stood up
to interrupt their hurried lunch.
“And suddenly there was with the
angel a multitude of the heavenly
host praising God and saying, ‘Glory
to God in the highest, and on earth
peace among men with whom he is
pleased!’”
“And suddenly.” When did we
lose “suddenly” in our experience
of Christmas, and plan and work
so hard for it? I suspect that it was
when we tried to take charge of
Christmas, when we usurped the role
of the angels, made it all earthly, and
lost the “heavenly” part.
In the early days of the Church,
it was the message of Easter which
inspired those first believers to
follow Christ: the miracle and
promise of his Resurrection in a
brutal and violent place and time.
This of course is why they were so

brave, so willing to be martyred
at the hands of the Romans: they
were not afraid of death and were
not intimidated by suffering; they
believed in the power of Christ to
save them and by their witness to save
us all.
But for us who now live in a more
comfortable and less fearful time,
at least in America, it is perhaps the
message of Christmas which provides
the greater challenge: the message of
the Incarnation, the promise of the
angels that God in Christ is with us.
For we have lost, I fear, the
courage of those first believers, their
willingness, even their eagerness to
be different, let alone to suffer in
faith for others, even to lose their
lives; and this is why we may not truly
be ready for Christmas, for Christ to
come and change us.
Because for Christ to be with us,
truly to be with us, we must welcome
him, stop what we are “doing,”
and lay our “busyness” and our
selfishness aside, and we must be
willing to follow him wherever he
will lead us.
So let this be our prayer this
Christmas: not that Christ will come
to us; he has; and not that Christ
will do for us, but that we will do
for Christ. Not “my will be done
on earth, but thy will be done on
earth, as it is in heaven.” For this
is the night when heaven and earth
combine.
Amen.
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JV and Varsity Award-Winning Athletes

Mitch Wilson, Grant Golden, Jordan Bartlett
(Boys' Varsity Basketball, awards below)

Sophie Abeles, Joelle Schultz, Tessa Douglass
(Girls' Varsity Basketball, awards below)

Congratulations to the following winter
sports award winners for JV and varsity
basketball and wrestling. The varsity athletes
(shown) were recognized at the March 3rd
Saint James Varsity Awards Banquet. We are
so proud of each of these student athletes!
Great job this season.

Baseball Sneak Peek
Three athletes were selected
to the 2016 Maryland
Preseason All-State Teams:
First Team Selectee:
Ryan Brown
(Sixth Form), was one of 17
players selected from across
the state.
Second Team Selectee:
Mitch Wilson
(Sixth Form)
All-Underclass Team Selectee:
Myles Nicholson
(Fifth Form)
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Team
Girls' JV Basketball
Varsity Wrestling
Boys' Varsity Basketball
Girls' Varsity Basketball
Boys' JV Wrestling
Boys JR Basketball
Boys' JV Basketball

Lukas Pank, Levi Schindel, TJ Quelet (Varsity
Wrestling, awards below)

MVP
Grace Bowers
TJ Quelet
Grant Golden
Tessa Douglass
Jalen Anderson
Caleb Norris
Yigit Ural

MIP
Cylie Repp
Lukas Pank
Jordan Bartlett
Joelle Schultz
Diego Morgan
Gerry Tejado
Zach Crampton

Coaches' Award
Maddie Sappenfield
Levi Schindel
Mitch Wilson
Sophie Abeles
Jordan Walendom
Del Carden
David Wardowski

Boys' Varsity Basketball Team Wins MAC Championship
It has been quite a season for the
boys' varsity basketball team with
a 21-6 record and a tournament
to host. Just weeks before
the Saint James Invitational
Tournament, on February
28th, the Saints claimed the
MAC Championship title after
defeating Sidwell Friends, 66-57
in the final tournament held at
the Washington, DC day school.
Many in the SJS community
showed up to cheer the Saints on
in this special game. (See story in
Around Campus.)

Please note: JV and Junior Sports
Summaries are available on the website
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Varsity Girls’ Basketball
Coach Kate Cerruti
MVP: Tessa Douglass
MIP: Joelle Schultz
Coaches’ Award: Sophie Abeles

The 2015-2016 season
began slowly as the squad
lost five of their first
seven games. However, a
combination of hard work
in practice and focus on
the court during their
next eleven games turned
things around for the
Saints as they won eight
of those contests. They
then swept their way to
the championship of the
annual Foxcroft School
“Think Pink” Tournament
to support breast cancer
research. During this oneday tournament, the Saints
won three more games.
Over the course of the
season, the team emerged
as one of the area’s
strongest as they defeated,
on two occasions, Clear
Spring High School and
Berkeley Springs High
School. They also defeated
Washington High School

and South
Hagerstown
High School.
The Saints
also beat Middleburg and
Grace Academies, regional
independent schools.
While the team’s
accomplishments were
notable, so too were a
number of individual
achievements. Statistically,
the Saints were led by
Christa Bartlett (Third
Form) who averaged 11.2
points per game to go
along with 3.3 steals, 3.3
assists, and 4.3 rebounds
per contest. Fellow
Third Form athlete,
Tessa Douglass also had
a tremendous season
averaging 7.3 points, 6.4
rebounds, and nearly
two steals per game. CoCaptains Leanne Ludwick
and Sophie Abeles (Sixth
Form), added stability

to the line-up as threeyear starters. Abeles,
who averaged over four
rebounds per game had
a buzzer beating threepoint shot at Clear Spring
that gave the Saints their
first win of 2016, while
Ludwick, one of the
region’s best defenders,
averaged nearly five
points per game. Claire
Fulton (Fifth Form), was
an effective defender off
the bench who scored a
number baskets at critical
times during the season.
The Saint’s forward and
center positions were
ably held by Meredith
Day (Fifth Form), Joelle
Schultz (Fourth Form),
and Morgan Moseley
(Second Form). The three
combined to average twelve
rebounds with Moseley
averaging just over seven
points per game.
The team’s roster was
rounded out by Sixth
Form athlete, Daria
Smoliarchuk who was
playing her first full season
of varsity basketball, yet
managed to score in the
last game of the season,
Liz Fahey (Fifth Form),
a solid defender, Naydia

Rowe (Fifth Form), one of
the team’s better outside
shooters, and Carter
Pennington a strong
defender and passer.
Rachel Levassuer (Second
Form) showed steady
improvement on both the
defensive and offensive
ends of the court during
the course of the season.
At the end of the
season, the coaching staff
awarded the Most Valuable
Player to Tessa Douglass
as she proved to be the
team’s most consistently
productive player in both
practices and games over
the course of the season.
By the end of the season,
she was averaging more
than ten points per game.
The Most Improved Player
went to Joelle Schultz
who, by the end of the
season was an effective
rebounder and able to
score inside. Finally, the
Coaches’ Award was given to
Co-Captain Sophie Abeles
to recognize her positive
attitude, and her selfless
dedication to the team by
leading stretching each
day, and organizing the
squad during warm-ups
and away games. It must
be noted that the coaching
staff agreed that a number
of girls were deserving of
awards.
With so many key players
returning next season the
future of Saint James girls’
basketball is a bright one.
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Varsity Boys’ Basketball
Coach Dan Prete
MVP: Grant Golden
MIP: Jordan Bartlett
Coaches’ Award: Mitch Wilson

The varsity boys’ basketball
team finished with a
25-6 record. The Saints
were able to compete at
the local, regional, and
national levels because
of the strong leadership
of the team’s Sixth
Form students. Grant
Golden, Mitch Wilson,
Jordan Bartlett and
Craig LeCesne were the
driving forces behind this
wonderful season. Their
ability to bring the team
together was the reason
this team was able to
compete, flourish, and
overcome.
The Saints’ 2015-2016
schedule was the toughest
from beginning to end,
perhaps in the School’s
history. We started with a
Nike event in Washington
DC, traveled to Bristol,
TN over winter break to
compete in the Arby’s
Classic, a 16-team national
event, managed the
tough grind of the MAC
and IPSL conference
schedules, and then hosted
the SJIT.
We were able to
accomplish many of our
goals. We won the IPSL
Championship, defeating
cross-town rival St. Maria
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Gorreti, won
the MAC
regular season
championship,
and the MAC
Tournament
Championship, finished
third in the Arby’s Classic,
and took third in the SJIT.
The boys showed
tremendous courage and a
sense of ownership in the
School and the basketball
program. This was the first
group to have the privilege
of participating in the
SJIT since 2002. All
season, the team worked to
improve in order to have
a great showing in this
highly competitive event.
When there was a setback,
the Sixth Form athletes
were there to bring the
team back together. Not

only were the
senior leaders a
vital part of the
season, many
underclassmen
contributed
to the Saints’
success. Omar
Habwe, Jaiyer
Jinwright,
Myles
Nicholson
and Jared
Carr led the
Fifth Formers.
Isaiah Mucius,
Bryce Golden,
Spenser Adams
and Anthony Garcia led
the Fourth Formers. The
future looks bright for our
returning players.
Some of our Saints
achieved individual awards
this season starting with
Grant Golden, who
earned a full scholarship
to the University of
Richmond. Craig LeCesne
received a full scholarship
to Pepperdine University.
Grant, Jordan and Omar
were selected to the first
team All MAC. Grant

and Bryce Golden were
selected to first team AllCounty. Jordan and Omar
were selected second team
All-County. Isaiah was
honorable mention. Isaiah
has a national ranking in
the 2018 class.
The team had
outstanding support
from Father Dunnan,
Jim Fahey, and the School
community, giving the
boys the opportunity
to fulfill some of their
dreams and aspirations as
student athletes.
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Varsity Wrestling
Coach Steve Lachut
MVP: TJ Quelet
MIP: Lukas Pank
Coaches’ Award: Levi Schindel

The 2015-2016 Saint
James wrestling team
proved itself a much better
tournament team than a
dual meet team. The Saints
opened the season with a
strong third place finish
in the Admiral Holloway
Wrestling Tournament. Our
wrestlers placed in nine of
the fourteen weight classes,
including 152-pound
Champion TJ Quelet, a
Third Form athlete. As the
season rolled on, the Saints
finished with an 11-13 overall
record, but finished 4-1 in
the MAC. That one loss in
the MAC came at the hands
of Sidwell Friends, 42-33.
The highlight of that match
was the performance of two
Sixth Form captains, Levi
Schindel (138) and Paul Jin
(160), who both won by pin
to give the team a chance.
The Saints then
moved onto the MAC
Championship where they
finished in second place,
falling just six points shy
of Sidwell, 137-131. Saint
James did crown three
champions in the event.
Levi Schindel (138) and
Lukas Pank (132, Sixth
Form) were joined by TJ

Quelet at the top
of the podium.
This was
Schindel’s second
MAC title.
The Saints
finished out
their season at
the Maryland
Independent School State
Championship. Of the six
wrestlers competing, five
won at least one match.
Their strong individual
performances were
highlighted by TJ Quelet
who finished in sixth place
at 152 pounds to earn a
trip to the Prep National
Championship.
The season of individual

growth and
improvement will
hopefully lead to
team success down
the road. Nine
of the fourteen
weight-class starters
ended up with
winning records.
TJ Quelet led the
way with a record of 34-10,
while Third Form wrestler
Logan Treiber (23-10),

Fifth Form wrestler Tucker
Almany (23-15), and Lukas
Pank (21-16) all eclipsed the
20-win mark.

Quelet Qualifies For National Prep Wrestling Championship
Wrestling phenom Thomas “TJ” Quelet (Third Form) enjoyed a strong season.
The athlete won three matches on his way to a sixth place finish at the Maryland
Independent State Championships. One of the youngest competitors in the
152-pound weight class, “TJ used fearless and aggressive offensive wrestling to earn a
spot in the 32-person bracket at the National Prep Tournament,” according to Coach
Steve Lachut. His sixth place finish helped the Saints place seventh in the smallschool division.
Quelet led the team in wins during the season with 34, 23 of which were pins. He is
the first Saint James wrestler to qualify for the National Prep Tournament since 2008
when Luke Salisbury ’08 finished in sixth place at 189 pounds. The tournament
brings the best independent school wrestlers from around the country together at
Lehigh University on February 26 and 27 for a chance to compete for the coveted title
of "National Champ".
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Saint James Hosts Admiral Holloway
Wrestling Tournament and Takes Third

On December 5th, in what has
become a prestigious and highly
anticipated Saint James School event,
wrestlers from 14 independent schools
gathered for the annual Admiral
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Holloway Wrestling Tournament. The
Saints earned 133 points and secured
an impressive third place finish.
The Admiral Holloway Wrestling
Tournament has been a Saint James

tradition for nearly two decades. The
tournament is named after Admiral
James L. Holloway III, class of 1939
and President Emeritus (Board of
Trustees), who developed a love for
the sport while competing for the
U.S. Naval Academy. Always held on
the first Saturday in December, "The
Holloway" brings together some of
the finest independent school teams
from around the area. This year, the
tournament included teams from
all over Maryland, Pennsylvania,
Virginia, and Washington, DC.
The host Saints, led by Coach
Steve Lachut, challenged top teams
Landon (MD) and Bullis (MD),
hoping to improve upon last year's
sixth place finish. The Saint James
team was led by Tucker Almany
(Fifth Form) at 145 lbs., Paul Jin
(Sixth Form) at 160 lbs., Lukas Pank
(Sixth Form) at 132 lbs., and T.J.
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Quelet (Third Form) at 152 lbs.
This year, eight wrestlers placed,
including Quelet, who won an
individual championship in the 152
lb. class (4-0, 3 pins).
"The Holloway 2015 victory of TJ
Quelet was the most epic experience
I have ever had watching sports," said
SJS parent (Callan '10, Carrie '12,
Ethan '16 and Mark '19) and Holloway
volunteer, Mrs. Sabina Spicher.
"There is no other sport that puts this
kind of physical and mental demand
on a player. The wrestler is out there
alone—and ultimately that is what
makes the victory all the sweeter to
watch....If you can mentally succeed
on the mat, everything else in life is
easier," she continued.
"From the start, I was expecting to
win every match," said Pank. "I lost my
first match, which was an eye-opener.
From there, I said to myself that if I
wanted to place, I would have to work
really hard. And, that's what I did."
“The Holloway,” Pank continued,
“is our first real competition at the
beginning of the season. It gives
our team the opportunity show SJS
students and younger wrestling team
members what this sport is all about."

Final Scores
View final scores for each weight class here:
http://www.stjames.edu/news/newslanding-page/~post/saint-james-finishesthird-in-admiral-holloway-wrestlingtournament-20151209
The Saints also finished second at the MAC Championship and crowned three champions in the
event; Levi Schindel (138), Lukas Pank and TJ Quelet (152).
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THE SAINT JAMES INVITATIONAL
TOURNAMENT DELIVERS THREE DAYS
OF HIGH POWER BASKETBALL

T

he 30th Saint James
Invitational Tournament
(SJIT) fulfilled its
promise to deliver three days of
exciting, competitive basketball
to Saint James School. The
tournament brought Saint James
alumni, parents, students and
friends of the School together
over spring break to cheer on the
Saints from March 10-12.
For many, the event was
nostalgic. From 1974 until 2002,
the SJIT was an annual tradition,
drawing Saint James alumni
and area sports enthusiasts to
the School to enjoy camaraderie
and community centered
around competitive high school
basketball.
“Our family has fond memories
of the SJIT,” remarked Kourtney
Logan ’02 (Fall 2015 Review). “I
remember visiting the Saint James
campus before I was a student and
experiencing such a fun, actionpacked environment during a
tournament weekend.”

A Child of the ‘70’s
The tournament was the
brainchild of former head coach
Mr. Don Woodruff and alumnus
Mr. Stuart Herr ‘74 in 1974.
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The two enlisted the help of Mr.
Charles “Chick” Meehan ‘65 to
direct the SJIT. Under Meehan’s
leadership, well-known teams
began to join the tournament.
The beloved teacher, alumnus,
and former coach reflected on a
memorable event in 1997 when
the SJIT had a strong line-up.
The championship went to St.
John’s, which featured future
North Carolina star Jason Capel.
St. John’s beat Mt. Zion, featuring
Tracy McGrady (who went on to
play in the NBA), 52-49.

“It was one of the great
tournament fields we had,” said
Meehan. “We had three top10 teams in the country here.
For fun, we had them ranked
ourselves.”
Herr played for the Saints
during the team’s first SJIT. The
Sixth Former played during the
team’s 57-39 win over Heritage
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Academy, although the 1974
championship went to St. Maria
Goretti, a 63-54 winner over
Saint James. “We saw all the
college coaches coming in during
the week and that was exciting,”
Herr said.
The SJIT’s most valuable player
award for 2016 was named the
Herr Family Championship
Trophy. The graduate returned to
Alumni Hall following Saturday’s
6 p.m. championship game to
deliver the award.
“It is just so great to have the
SJIT back,” he said.

The Donald
Anderson Legacy
Another exceptional alumnus
was recognized at the tournament.
The 2016 tournament trophies
were named in memory of Saints’

basketball great Mr. Donald
“Donny” Anderson ’78 who scored
a career total of 1,850 points while
attending Saint James. The former
Florida A&M assistant coach died
in June 2015 of a heart attack.
This beloved 6’4” athlete is
still considered one of the best
in the School’s history. He is also
remembered by his teammates and
friends, including alumnus Scott
Barr ’78, as “a great person” and
a courageous player. The Saints
last won the SJIT in 1978 when
Anderson and Barr were seniors
and team co-captains.
continued on pg. 38 
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 SJIT (continued from pg. 37)

2016 Teams
For the tournament’s return in
2016, Coach Dan Prete brought
together a strong line-up of teams
from around the country.
Saint James School is most
grateful to each of the following
teams and coaches for their
participation and for their
sportsmanship:
Benedictine High School (VA)
Our Savior New American School (NY)
St. Benedict’s Prep (NJ)
Riverdale Baptist School (MD)
Cesar Chavez (DC)
Sunrise Christian Academy (KS)
Broadfording Christian Academy (MD)

With Appreciation:
Many Thanks to
Each SJIT Sponsor
and Volunteer
We are most appreciative of the
many tournament volunteers,
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including Saint James parents,
faculty and staff, who welcomed
fans, sold tickets and programs,
provided concessions, and so much
more. Their helpful attitudes
and smiling faces made the event
meaningful and memorable to the
teams and spectators.
The event would also not have
been possible were it not for
the generosity of our many SJIT
sponsors. They were instrumental
in helping the School reinstate this
special tournament. We could not
have done it without each sponsor.
And last but not least, our
gratitude to the SJIT Planning
Committee members for their
expertise and hard work over the
past six months.

continued on pg. 40 
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 SJIT (continued from pg. 39)

Saint James Invitational
Tournament 2016 Results
In the final game, held on Saturday, March
12th, St. Benedict's defeated Sunrise
Christian Academy (61-57) to win the SJIT
championship. St. Benedict’s Preparatory
School (enrollment 536) was founded in
1868 and is located in Newark, NJ. This
marks the seventh tournament win for the
Gray Bees this season. The team was ranked
11th in the country by USA Today. Please
join us in congratulating the St. Benedict’s
Preparatory School Gray Bees, 2016 SJIT
Champions!

Championship Day Scores
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
St. Benedict's Prep 61
Sunrise Christian Academy 57
THIRD PLACE
Saint James School 88
Riverdale Baptist School 77
FIFTH PLACE
Benedictine High School 87
Cesar Chavez 66
SEVENTH PLACE
Our Savior New American School 67
Broadfording Christian Academy 52

The Saints Take Third
The Saints placed third in the tournament,
defeating Riverdale Baptist School on
Saturday. Bryce Golden (Fourth Form)
dominated the court for the Saints, scoring
31 points. He shared the spotlight with his
brother Grant (Sixth Form) who added 23
points—including a three-point play that
gave him 1,000 career points. The senior
Golden joins the University of Richmond
Spiders next year to play Division 1 ball
in Virginia. Jordan Bartlett (Sixth Form),
known for his agility and speed, closed out
his career with 14 points and eight assists in
the game, and Isaiah Mucius (Fourth Form),
who could leap small buildings in a single
bound, scored nine points. Other heavy
hitters throughout the Saints' successful
season have included Pepperdine recruit,
Craig LeCesne (Sixth Form), and the
powerful 6’7” Omar Habwe (Fifth Form).
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Bryce Golden

Grant Golden

All-Tournament Selections
MOST OUTSTANDING PLAYER
David Beatty, St. Benedict's Prep
MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Arnaldo Toro, St. Benedict's Prep
ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
David Beatty, St. Benedict's Prep; James Scott, St. Benedict's
Prep; Arnaldo Toro, St. Benedict's Prep; Kameron McGusty,
Sunrise Christian Academy; Bryan Trimble, Sunrise Christian
Academy; Deion Hammond, Riverdale Baptist School; Bryce
Golden, Saint James School; Grant Golden, Saint James School

Relive the SJIT Glory
If you were not able to attend, or would like to watch game
footage, see game video footage here:
http://www.ustream.tv/channel/UjCmA69drkW
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Alumni at the SJIT

Back row (l-r): Drew McWilliams ‘02, Bryan Davis ‘06; Middle row: Jordan Barr
‘09, Mike Siegel ‘06, Collin McWilliams ‘07, Will Jeffrey ‘07; Bottom row: Grant
McWilliams ‘09, Muku Mugwagwa ‘06, Bobby Wilson ‘06, Jimmy Sutch ‘07

Mike Russ ’09

Blake Harper '97, Adam Shampaine (Trustee) ’97
and his wife Courtney

Emory students Sang Yun Lee '11 and Seung Wook Yoo '11

Randall Finn ’89 goes for a half-court shot with
Holden Hershey '14 in the background.

Eddie Dorsey ‘07, Muku Mugwagwa ’06, and Mike Siegel ‘06
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Life in the Fastlane:
Ishin Ueyama’s Formula for Success

W

hen we last caught up
with Ishin Ueyama ’06
one year ago (Winter
2015 Review), he was working in the
automotive field in Troy, Michigan.
At the time, the automotive (field
application) engineer developed
sensors, such as tire pressure
monitors and oxygen sensors for
next generation vehicles.

Shifting Gears
These days, the young engineer’s
career is on the fast track—quite
literally. “My company, TE
Connectivity sponsors the Andretti
Formula E Team and Andretti
Technologies, the advanced
engineering arm of Andretti
Autosport,” shared Ueyama. “I
couldn't contain my excitement when
I first saw the announcement for
an available motorsport engineer
position on the team,” he noted.
“Being part of a professional racing
team has been one of my dreams
and, suddenly, this opportunity was
right in front of me.”
Headed by Michael Andretti (older
alums may remember Michael’s
father, racing legend, Mario
Andretti), the team has claimed titles
in high profile races around the
globe, including the Indianapolis
500. “The Andretti’s are known for
Indy racing,” said Ueyama. The alum
was selected for the position because
of his familiarity with TE products
(especially sensors) as well as his
42
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Ishin Ueyama is on the job at a Formula E race. In his free time, the automotive enthusiast likes
to race his Mitsubishi at local tracks and is rebuilding a Mazda RX-7.

knowledge and passion for the sport.
He now resides in Indianapolis,
where the Andretti team is based.

A Winning Formula
According to the automotive
enthusiast, Formula E (about to
begin its third season) is still in
its infancy and holds incredible
promise. Whereas traditional
Indy cars have V6 combustible
turbo engines, Formula E cars are
totally electric. “This is where the
automotive industry is going,” he
said. “We can develop high voltage
connectors for hybrid and full
electric vehicles, such as the Toyota
Prius and the Chevy Volt. We wanted
to show customers that we can apply
this technology to the racing world,
and vice versa in order to test high-

efficiency technology in the racing
industry and bring it back to the
automotive industry.”
The challenge of Formula E
racing is that the automobiles do
not go as fast as their traditional
counterparts. “You are going
more for fuel efficiency,” said
Ueyama. For this reason, he noted
that Formula E racing is more
of a strategic race that involves
programming and software
development so the driver has
sufficient battery power at the end to
win the race. “Because of this, it is
green and clean, with no exhaust.”
He added that it’s also quieter than a
traditional race.
The races are often held in urban
environments since the cars are quiet
and pollution-free. Last month, the
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engineer was in downtown Buenos
Aires, Argentina for a race. He then
traveled to Mexico City, Long Beach,
CA and will fly to Paris, Moscow and
London for international races over
the next several months.
“In my next race, I will work on
sensors (speed, temperature, break
pressure…)” All of this sensor data
is recorded so Ueyama can view it
on his laptop to monitor each car
and driver. “I will work to change
the drivers’ driving characteristics to
see if they can achieve better times.”
Team Andretti has two drivers
(Robin Frijns, and Simona de
Silvestro) and four Formula E cars.
Each driver has two cars. A driver
switches cars for the second half of
the race.

The Future of Electric
“We are changing the mindset of
consumers to show them the benefits
and mystique of electric,” shared the
alum. Eventually, he believes that
consumers will see more full electric
cars on the market. “It’s fun. It’s a

dream job for me,” shared Ueyama.
“I like traveling and love my job. I
am very thankful.”
Would you like to follow Ishin’s
adventures? Visit the TE Racing
Garage at: TE.com/racing.

The alum participated in a Shell Eco-Marathon Challenge held in Texas—a competition in which
fuel efficiency is more important than finish time. In 2011, Ueyama’s team built a solar car,
entered for the first time with university funding and sponsors, and won.

A Little More About Ishin Ueyama
& His Advice to Students
“If you believe in something, keep at it. While I was at Saint
James, I was the only student into cars and engineering. Most
of my classmates wanted to be doctors and lawyers. I kept
doing what I love and kept pushing myself to get where I
wanted to be.”
“Science, Technology, Engineering and Math education (STEM)
is great. My company is involved in the STEM Program. We
travel to colleges, including Purdue, and are involved in
technology shows. It’s good for the company to promote the
race cars and also helps me to further develop my skills.”
“One of my favorite Saint James memories was sneaking out of
my room to watch movies, play games, and talk all night with
friends. The friends you make at SJS are for a lifetime. Many
of my current friends don’t have the SJS bond (with their high
school friends) that we do. It’s a nice thing.”
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MY FAVORITE SAINT JAMES MEMORY

Mischief and Medea
By Christiana Tiches ‘11

I

t feels like an impossible
task when asked to choose
my favorite Saint James
memory. After spending four
years at a place I often called
my home, I have accumulated
quite a lot of memories
of this school. Some are
heartbreaking, some are funny, Christiana Tiches, second from left, in 2011
some are quintessentially
here. Ms. Weida asked her British
“Saint James”—those that
Literature class to film a synopsis of
epitomize the unique nature of our
Hamlet. Students at my lunch table
experience here. All categories are
grumbled about finding time to
accounted for.
film their script amidst their busy
I seemed to have unconsciously
and conflicting schedules. Another
repressed most of my memories
student reminisced about the best
from high school upon graduating
and most humorous film from the
in 2011. I was ready to embark upon
year before.
the next chapter of my life at New
It all sounded too familiar. In
York University, and in order to
my sixth form year, Mr. O’Connell
make room for new memories of a
asked our AP Literature to do
completely different nature, I had
something similar. We were to film
to push the recollections of lacrosse
a shortened version of the ancient
games and seated lunch aside. Before
tragedy, Medea. As the token Greek
I knew it, the sounds of the city
student, I was cast by my classmates
– clunky garbage trucks, honking
to play the wrathful queen. I
cars, the intimate conversations of
remember taking the bed sheets
strangers held on the street, loud
from our disheveled dorm beds and
enough for me to hear – replaced
wrapping them around our bodies
the yes sirs and ma’ams and chapel
like togas. We were determined to
bells from Saint James. Since I began
shoot the climactic scene during
working here as an English teacher
evening study hall; we found the
last month, a rather sudden change
darkness necessary to create a
in my employment, the memories
treacherous ambiance. One night,
have flooded back. I’ve remembered
we headed near Onderdonk to shoot
that students stand when a teacher
on College Road with the train tracks
– now myself – walks into a room.
behind us. We thought the passing
I’ve remembered the eerily quiet
trains would add a cool cinematic
buzz of the gym during an exam. I’ve
effect. On a clumsy video camera,
remembered what it’s like to know
a classmate taped us amateurishly
the faces of 250 individuals.
acting out the play. Nobody had the
Recently, the current Fifth Form
dramatic talent, nor the maturity,
class succeeded in retracing a very
for our respective roles, but we had
specific memory from my time
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such a fun time acting the play
out. I struggled to muffle my
laughter when I had to mime
stabbing my own children to
death. Other scenes were shot
in the Bai Yuka on the row
boat that ended up in Mr.
Yergey’s classroom once for
an April Fool’s joke. The one
truly impressive component
of our film was when Joe
Holt ’11 and Tom Wark ’11 adapted
the chorus’s lines into song subtly
set to Radiohead melodies. They
strummed on their guitars as the rest
of us aggressively shouted Euripides’s
dialogue at one another.
The next day in class, we were
still giggling from our theatrical
shenanigans from the night before,
or primarily the chance to run
around campus in makeshift togas
during a typically ironclad study
hall. We finally settled in our
seats when we noticed him. Mr.
O’Connell stood in the front of
his classroom with an especially
stern expression. As always, he had
such a commanding presence; his
body towered over six feet and he
judiciously selected his words. I
wish I could remember verbatim
what he said to us. Perhaps my
shame immediately deleted the
words from my memory. He began
to berate us for our behavior from
the night before. He chided us and
I remember my cheeks growing
redder as they would when I was
reprimanded. Yet I could not discern
what we had done wrong. We had
goofed around, sure, but we surely
didn’t break any school rules. Mr.
O’Connell quickly clarified for us. A
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car had passed us on College Road.
The driver called the school. They
voiced their concern about a group
of students loitering in the middle
of the street. He said that they nearly
hit us and they feared they could
have seriously injured someone. Mr.
O’Connell, gravely disappointed,
chastised us for our inconsideration
not only for our safety, but for those
who care for us. We all stared at the
tan tiled floor.
He did not yell at us for breaking
a rule at Saint James and punish
as accordingly; he merely called us
out on our reckless behavior and
let us know that he was concerned
for our safety. For a brief moment,
in his own way, he displayed his
vulnerability, showing us that he
truly cared for us. That such a
notoriously stern teacher, the exMarine, let down his guard, even for
just a fleeting second, delivered a
poignant message that stuck with us
as we prepared to leave the school.
We heard it frequently in chapel
sermons or in the script recited
on tours: the school cares about
us and we care about them; our
relationships with our teachers are
unique; we are a family here. Mr.
O’Connell, one not inclined to give
in to that spiel, proved to us at that
moment what had been hammered
into us for four years.
Before the final exam week of our
Saint James career, Mr. O’Connell
handed each of us a book. Inside
the cover, he inscribed to us a letter,
telling us why he had chosen that
specific piece of literature for us. Each
book was tailored to our personalities
and writing styles, which he had
grown to know fondly over the course
of our time with him. In the same
seats that he had scolded us, we held
our hand-selected books. A Thousand
Splendid Suns by Khaled Hosseini still
sits in my bookshelf, not too far from
my high school copy of Medea.

Welcome back SJS alumni!
Please join us for Alumni Weekend
April 29, 30 & May 1, 2016.
We have many fun events and activities in store for all ages.

Alumni Weekend 2016 Events
Time

Event

Location

FRIDAY EVENTS – APRIL 29, 2016		
1:00 pm (tee time) Golf Outing ($40)
Beaver Creek Country Club
5:00 – 6:30 pm Half Century Club Reception
Honoring Class of 1966
Biggs Rectory
7:00
Student Concert
Chapel
7:00 – 9:00 pm Alumni Reception
Bulls & Bears, Hagerstown
SATURDAY EVENTS – APRIL 30, 2016		
8:30 am
5K Run/1 mile Walk for Memories Kerfoot Refectory entrance
9:00 am – Noon Registration and Student Art Show
Student Center/Kemp Hall
11:00 am
All-Alumni Meeting
Kellam Auditorium
Noon – 2:00 pm BBQ Picnic Lunch
Senior/Central Circle
or, Buffet Lunch
Kerfoot Refectory
2:00 – 4:00 pm Archive Tour
Library
Outdoor & Kids’ Activities
Senior/Central Circle
Bouncy House, Face Painting, Kites		
4:15
Chick’s Open House
Chick’s House
6:00
Cocktails
Kerfoot Refectory Terrace
6:30 pm
Alumni Dinner
Kerfoot Refectory
SUNDAY EVENTS – MAY 1, 2016		
11:00 am
Eucharist of Thanksgiving
Chapel
Noon
Dedication: Columbarium
Columbarium (Rear of Chapel)
12:15 pm
Farewell Brunch
Kerfoot Refectory

To learn more about the golf outing, happy hour, 5K run/walk
and the alumni dinner, please visit: stjames.edu/AW2016
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Alumna Mimi Mehrtens ‘02
Shares a Defining SJS Moment

O

ne of the highlights of
working in the Office
of Development and
Alumni Relations is getting to meet
Saint James alumni from around the
world. Over spring break, alumna
Mimi Mehrtens ’02 and her friend,
Melanie Reagan ’00, a music teacher
at Saint James, dropped by for a visit.
Mehrtens, who is from Germany,
is now a surgeon specializing
in Traumatology, a demanding
branch of medicine focusing on
the treatment of patients who
have experienced highly stressful
and traumatic events. The young
doctor resides near Bremen, in
northwestern Germany. “I like
the stress,” she shared, adding that
she particularly enjoys orthopedic
surgery. “You can see immediate
results and offer patients comfort.”
She also loves that “every day is
different” in Traumatology.
This personable and engaging
alumna is adamant that “medical
school would not have been possible
if it weren’t for Saint James.” She
credits her time at SJS as lifechanging thanks in large part to
field hockey. Since there are no
required sports in German schools,
Mehrtens played team sports (field
hockey) for the first time while at
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SJS. Her coach, Ms. Lisa Koretke
Brunnabend “Coach K,” pushed the
young woman to do her best. Coach
K would say to us, “Go hard or go
home,” according to Mehrtens.
When she needed inspiration, or
to push herself, Mehrtens would
remember her coach’s directive
and apply it to her life. “During a
particularly tough period of medical
school, I called my mother to tell her

how hard it was,” said the alumna.
“Instead of taking pity, she repeated
Coach K’s words back to me,” smiled
Mehrtens. “Go hard or go home!”
That inspired her to push herself
through medical school, and indeed,
whenever things got tough.
“If you work hard, you can achieve
anything,” said Mehrtens. “Were
it not for SJS (and Coach K), I
wouldn’t be where I am now.”

Mimi Mehrtens ’02 (left) and Melanie Reagan '00 pose during their March visit.

| classmates |

Class Notes
1949

James “Jim” Thorp came to
hear the choir sing Evensong
at Chapel of the Cross in
Chapel Hill, NC. See spring
break story and photo in
Around Campus.

1966

Frederick D. Hunt, Jr.
shared that he is failing in his
plan to retire to “boat bum”
status in Annapolis, MD.
He is continuing to work,
drawing upon his knowledge
of employee benefits and
healthcare policy.

1969

Alan E. Armitage has now
retired.

1976

Cantey Smith sold his
company, CDS Painting
Inc. after 28 years. He is in
the process of getting his
Captain’s License and plans
to start a charter fishing
company.

1982

Cully Stimson was elected
Chairman of the U.S.
Soccer Foundation’s Board
of Directors, the charitable
giving arm of U.S. Soccer.

William Moyet (above and right)

1986

George Karos shared that
in 2014-15, he received
acceptances in over 20
worldwide literary sources,
e-literary journals, and
hardcover poetry publications
that include Fowlpox Press,
PoetsWest, Poetry Pacific, The Screech
Owl and others including, The
Tower Journal, Indefinite Space,
Bitchin’ Kitch, Tophat Raven, and
more.

1997

Osama “Sam” Farooqi
shared that Saint James
remains the home in his
heart, and that he has many
fond memories of his time
as a student. He and his
wife, Seema reside in Dallas,
TX. Seema is now working
at PepsiCo (Frito Lay) in

marketing. The couple hopes
to soon close on a new home
they built.

2000

Mimi Mehrtens ‘02
visited the U.S. in March to
connect with old friends,
including Melanie Reagan
’00 (see story). The alumna
reported that her sister Alena
Mehrtens ’00 is working
as a teacher in Hamburg,
Germany.

2002

William Moyet has enjoyed
a busy and successful season
as coach of the Bayard
Rustin Educational Complex
(BREC) Titans, a campus
team made up of the six
different (communal) high
schools within the school

where he works in downtown
Manhattan (Chelsea). Moyet
works at a combined middle
and high school called
Quest to Learn (Q2L). For
five years, the alumnus has
coached the Q2L middle
team in the Beat the Streets
Junior Wrestling League. He
also coaches the full campus
of schools that combine to
make up the BREC Titans
high school team. The
BREC Titans had a strong
season under his guidance.
Moyet also started a Chess
Team at Q2L. And, he will
become head coach for the
school’s track and field team.
This man of many talents
also works as Community
Associate and Technology
Assistant in the IT office
at the Q2L School, and
serves on several boards
and committees related to
coaching and education.
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Class Notes
2004

Yoonsung “Yooni” Han
shared that he is now married.
His wife, Boram Jang studied
in the US since high school
and graduated from Penn
State. She was working for
Kyobo Securities, but quit
her job to join Yoonsung in
Daejeon City, Korea. He has
worked for Hankook Tire for
four years and is a manager
for the company. Jae Woo ‘02
attended the couple’s wedding
with his wife and son, Hanki.
Steve Lee ‘06 and Ty Kwon
‘06 also attended. Jeff Han
‘04 introduced the couple
on a blind date, and Joon
Seong Kim ’03 sang a song
for them at their wedding.
The alumnus remarked that
it’s amazing how it started
and ended with Saint James.
The groom added that
he performed a surprise
breakdance with his friends at
the reception. It was a warm

wedding, he shared, with
so many blessings. He also
passed along his thanks for
the support and guidance he
received during his five years
at Saint James. The photos are
from Yoonsung’s wedding,
and during a visit when Min
Soo Park ’04 and his wife
visited Korea. The group
photo includes Jae Woo, the
Lee Brothers (John ’07 and
Steve ’06), Joon Seong Kim,
Jeff Han, Min Soo Park ‘04,
and Hyun Joo Lee ’06.

2008

Brittany (Olenczak) and Dan Nieves

2005

Katherine Turner Clark
wrote to share that after
spending four years in
Jackson Hole, WY, she moved
to Boston, MA. She now
works at Dexter Southfield
School in the Advancement
Office. She passed along her
thanks to all of her teachers
and wonderful mentors at
Saint James.
Sarah Morgan and her
husband David are expecting
their first child, a baby boy, in
early September. The couple
resides in Hong Kong where

they will be for another year or
two. David works at the WSJ
and Sarah works at Goldman
Sachs Investment Banking in
the compliance area.

2006

Ishin Ueyama was promoted
within his company, TE
Connectivity. See story. See
story p. 42.

2007

Brittany Olenczak Nieves
married her college
sweetheart, Dan Nieves
in Cape Coral, FL. Sonia
Sindhi stood by her side as
a bridesmaid on the couple’s
special day.
Cyrus Morgan is graduating
from Pepperdine Law in May.
See also 2005 for an update
on Sarah.

Yooni and Boram
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Min Soo Park's visit to Korea

Tucker Smoot and Christie
Morehouse were married
November 21st on Amelia
Island, FL. Tucker is a
financial advisor with Merrill
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith in Jacksonville, FL,
and his bride is a first grade
teacher in the local school
system. The couple will
relocate to Chicago this
summer, where Tucker will
take on his new role as a
relationship manager for the
firm's ultra-high net worth
clients. Shown, are (left
to right): Steven Cordina,
who served as best man;
TK Washington '08; John
Worthington '69 and Joseph
Ridgely '09.

2011

Christiana Tiches is
currently teaching English at
Saint James School while Mrs.
Wilberton is on maternity
leave. See story p. 44.

2014

Students from the University
of Maryland and Rutgers
University (RUMD Loop),
and Purdue University
(Purdue Hyperloop Team)
are designing prototypes for a
competition to create a highspeed transport “Hyperloop”
system. The teams have been
invited to test their designs
on the Hyperloop Test
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Class Notes
Swarthmore, will
work on the Purdue
computer systems
team with Ramsey
Ali ’15.
Sam Ackerman
continues to enjoy
Montana State
University in
Saint James crew at Tucker Smoot's wedding
Bozeman. He is a
member of Alpha
Track later this year in CA,
Gamma Rho, an agricultural
along with 28 other teams,
fraternity, and sees Dunn
including MIT. Alumnus
Fout ’13, Charlie Marshall
Nathan Trail, a student at
’11, and Breese Dickinson
UMD, works on the public
’14. He spent the summer of
relations and marketing
2015 working on a farm in
team for RUMD Loop, and
Montana and hopes to do so
is assisting the build team.
again this summer.
Daniel Pike, a student at

2015

Justin Robinson has been
scoring in the double
figures as a freshman for the
Virginia Tech Hokies, and
is receiving attention from
the news media. He pointed
out that he gained advantages
as a basketball player by

participating in multiple
sports during his high school
career, including baseball and
football.
Ramsey Ali, a student at
Purdue, is the project lead for
the computer systems team for
the Purdue Hyperloop Team.

GET IN TOUCH WITH US
The Office of Development and Alumni Relations
wants to hear from you. Send your news items to:
Amy Painter
Director of Communications
Saint James School
17641 College Road
Hagerstown, MD, 21740
or, send an e-mail to: alpainter@stjames.edu

Corrections
2014-15 Annual Report
Mrs. Linda Stowe made a gift in honor of Ted Camp’s 20th Anniversary. The gift
should have been acknowledged on the Honor Memorial page.
Mr. John “Jack” M. Robb III ’98 has been giving to the Annual Fund for 5+ years.
His name was missing an asterisk, denoting consecutive giving for five or more years.

In Memorium
Thomas H. Fooks, V, ’45 died on December 26, 2014.
Denise Fortney Pennington, the wife of William
E. Pennington, Jr. ’70 and mother of Meghan ’03,
Katherine ’13 and Carter ’17, died on January 28,
2015. See wine tasting story in Around Campus.
George R. P. Walker '51 died on February 15, 2016.
His wife Harriet Walker died on March 1, 2016. They
were the grandparents of Elliott Walker '11.

Denise Pennington and her daughters
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